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Open Access
•
•
•
•

Open Data

Over 600 fully OA journals
119,000 gold or pay-to-publish
OA articles published in 2021
Over 46% growth on the
previous year
>90% of journals offer OA
publishing

Open Metrics

Science and Society

Society is facing many challenges…
A global health crisis

•
•
•

A global climate crisis

Evidence based solutions based on research as way forward → need for reliable data
and transparency
Collaboration is crucial → need for open research and sharing practices
Inclusive and excellent science is needed to fuel innovation → need for quality output

Open Science as an enabler for societal good
Open Science (OS) describes a way of working which
makes research more inclusive, more collaborative and
more transparent.

Open Science

Open Access

Open
Data

Research Integrity and
Reproducibility

Open Metrics

Science & Society

Open Tools and Software

OS can benefit research and society by:
1. Enhancing knowledge sharing and collaboration
beyond academia
2. Breaking down barriers to reproducibility
3. Opening data for re-use and data-partnerships
4. Adopting open and transparent metrics for
responsible research evaluation

Inclusive and open research

Open Access across the globe
OSTP
• Open access within 12m of
publication
• Open data (if unclassified)

Department of Energy
• Deposit within 12m of
publication

Howard Hughes Medical Institute
• Gold OA preferred; open access
within 12 months of publication
• From 2021: Plan S policy

National Institutes of Health
(NIH)
• Offers APC funding
• PMC deposit within 12m of
publication

Canada (CIHR, NSERC, SSHRC)
• Offers APC funding
• Open access within 12m of
publication

HEFCE
• Deposit AM in repository
(12/24 month embargo)
Worldwide Cancer Research
• Offers APC funding
• Deposit in PMC within 6m of
publication

Netherlands Organisation for Scientific
Research (NOW)
• Immediate open access mandatory
• Offers APC funding
FWF (Austria)
• Offers APC funding; CC-BY required
• Green OA within 12m by depositing in a
repository

National Institute of Health Research
• Offers APC funding
• Gold mandatory, CC-BY and deposit in
PMC within 6m of publication

Wellcome
• Gold – preferred, with funding
available, CC BY
• Open access within 6 months and
deposit in PMC
• Fom 2021: Plan S compliant policy

Research Council Norway
• APC funds available
• Deposit in repository with 6m for
STM and 12m for SSH
Research Council Sweden
(Vetenskapsradet)
• APC funds available; CC-BY required
• Deposit in repository with 6m for STM
and 12m for SSH

JST and JSPS
• Open access as soon as
possible by depositing in
a repository

National Natural Science
Foundation of China
• Deposit in NSFC repository
within 12 months
Chinese Academy of Sciences
• Deposit in institutional repository
within 12m of publication

National Science Foundation
• Deposit within 12m of
publication
Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation
• Offers APC funding
• From 2021: Plan S
policy

UKRI **policy under review**
• Gold – preferred, with funding
available, CC BY
• Open access within 12/24m

European Commission (Horizon 2020 program).
• Immediate OA
• No funding for hybrid journals

Australian Research Council and National Health and
Medical Research Council
• Output should be made openly accessible within 12
months of publication

Preprints quickly share
current important
research with the world
In May 2020, 40% of total COVID-19
literature had been posted via
preprints

BENEFIT

RISK

Benefits of preprints

Risks of preprints

•

Speed

•

•

Dissemination

Not peer
reviewed/certified

•

Registration

•

•

Archiving

Media and public
misunderstanding

•

Free

•

Public harm

Connecting science and society
We are partnering with non-profits, institutions and organizations to bring scientific outputs closer
to citizens, increasing science literacy, and making information available where it is most needed.
Access for disadvantaged communities: 100,000 peer reviewed resources
across 120 countries
Access for journalists: 2,000 journalists with access to content via the
Newsroom
Patient access: providing requested articles within 24 hours

Atlas: showcasing research for a better world
9

Access beyond the academic community

The researcher journey through a gender lens

“While gender equality is important in and of itself, I would like
to stress that having more women in science serves another,
maybe even greater purpose: better science.”
Mariya Gabriel, EU Commissioner for Innovation, Research,
Culture, Education and Youth

Equitable transition to OA in lower and middle-income countries

UN Sustainable Development Goals 2015-2019

SDG 13
USA
EU28
China
Africa

% of total Scholarly
output Output
1.51
51,752
1.53
71,138
0.99
27,816
1.97
9,183

30,000
10,000

SciVal data 2015-2019 – elaborated in excel

FWCI
1.80
1.68
1.37
1.52

SDG 13: Climate Action

Transparent and collaborative
research

Challenges to breaking down barriers to reproducibility

• No common definition across all fields
• Lack of incentives to conduct replications

Data in Brief

MethodsX

• Researchers ambivalent about sharing data
• Methods lacking in transparency/rigor
• Difficult to validate reproducibility during peer
review
• Insufficient rigour in statistics

SoftwareX

Software Impacts

HardwareX

Sharing data: making it easy to do the right thing

% articles with (links to) data increased with 50%
after full integration into submission process

Data sharing is becoming standard practice
Example of trend 2

Three trends are coming together, leading to
an acceleration of RDM practices
1. Computational
• Faster, easier, cheaper, more
computational methods of doing science
• Coming of age of analytics yield new
layers of insight on same data
2. Funding bodies & institutions
• Funding agencies driving data sharing
mandates aiming to improve re-use of
data and reproducibility of research
• Which is followed by institutions adopting
data management policies and plans

Examples of trend 3

Number of UK institutions
adopting a data management
policy
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3. Researchers
• a new generation of researchers, more
focused on data and data sharing
• “Research Data is a first-class citizen”

2017

2018

Linking articles and datasets → higher collaboration and
citation impact

CAGR: 3%
CAGR: 20%

1%

Source: SciVal, Data Monitor. Data extracted on April 21, 2021 - CAGR: Compound Annual Growth Rate

What do the ‘Manifestatements’ say?
Declaration on Research Assessment DORA
Leiden Manifesto
LM
Metric Tide
MT
Hong Kong Principles
HKP

① Use explicit evaluation criteria and a variety of
metrics/indicators to support expert review
② Recognize the limitations of publication-based
metrics and extend to non-publication outputs
③ Strive for openness of data and transparency of
calculation of metrics

Each also has specific emphasis on:
DORA
LM
MT
HKP

Promoting best practices in authorship, citation practices and research evaluation
Increasing trust by involving evaluates, avoiding false precision, and recognising systematic effects
Pursuing improved research data infrastructure, especially interoperable systems and unique identifiers
Ensuring that researchers are recognized and rewarded for behaviours that strengthen research integrity

Sources: DORA (sfdora.org); LM (leidenmanifesto.org);
MT (responsiblemetrics.org/the-metric-tide); HKP
(wcrif.org/guidance/hong-kong-principles)

Open metrics
ICSR Lab
Access rich datasets on a
powerful computational
platform, free for research
use

ICSR conducts with academic partners applied research about research evaluation
Theme 1: Evaluating researchers’ contributions holistically

Theme 2: Evaluating societal impact of research

Where do we go from here?

Inclusive, collaborative, transparent
•

Open Science

Open
access

Open
data

Open
metrics

Research
integrity &
reproduci
bility

•
Science &
society

•

Open tools and software

The bar will continue to be raised on
reproducibility, as researchers increasingly
share their methods and data and gain more
complete insights into research performance.
There will be more options for researchers to
share more kinds of research outputs than ever
before.
There will be more platforms and partnerships
that facilitate collaboration. We will help bring
other stakeholders, including the public, into
the world of research.
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